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I. INTRODUCTION

Headquartered in Moyock, North Carolina, Blackwater, USA 1 was founded in 1997 by former U.S. Navy SEALs. 2 Its staff includes former intelligence, law enforcement, and military personnel. 3 After the attack on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, Blackwater's services were in high demand—by July 2006, approximately one thousand Blackwater employees were operating in Iraq. 4 The company has provided a variety of protective services in Iraq, including protection for Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) employees and visiting dignitaries. 5 For example, Blackwater was contracted to protect Ambassador L. Paul Bremer, one of the highest-profile American targets in Iraq, at the cost of twenty-one million dollars. 6 The United States' increasing reliance on civilian contractors has allowed Blackwater to grow quickly and make a great deal of money handling jobs that the military and government agencies once did themselves. This company represents a new phenomenon in warfare, and this phenomenon lacks effective regulation.

In the last decade, the development and growth of a global industry known as the privatized military has been one of the most interesting and controversial developments in modern warfare. Privatized military firms (PMFs) currently operate in over fifty countries, in forms ranging from small consulting firms made up of former military officers to large international corporations hiring out small armies. 7 The U.S. government is among the leading countries involved in the PMF
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1. In February 2009, the company changed its name to Xe citing a shift in business focus. See Dana Hedgpeth, Blackwater Sheds Name, Shifts Focus, WASH. POST (Feb. 14, 2009) at D01, available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/02/13/AR2009021303149_pf.html. For the sake of clarity, this paper will refer to the company as Blackwater because that was the company's name at the time of the events being discussed.
3. Id. at 8.
5. PRIVATE SECURITY CONTRACTORS, supra note 2, at 7-8.
7. P.W. Singer, War, Profits, and the Vacuum of Law: Privatized Military Firms and...
market, having entered into over three thousand contracts with domestically-based firms, at an estimated value of more than $300 billion from 1994-2002.8

The U.S. government’s use of private military contractors has most notably taken place in Iraq following the deployment of stabilizing U.S. military forces, where the role of PMFs has grown from logistical support to providing security elements and accompanying conventional soldiers in combat operations. 9 Like traditional soldiers, PMF employees incur the risk of injury and death from insurgents in Iraq. U.S. Army data indicates that an increasing proportion of PMF supply convoys has been attacked, rising from 5.5 percent in 2005 to 14.7 percent through May 2007.10 In response, PMF employees have increased their armaments and taken to firing on suspected attackers.11 The increasing violence surrounding PMFs in Iraq has led to questions regarding the liability of these firms and their employees following instances of misconduct.12 This paper will address the deficiencies in previous attempts to regulate operations conducted by private soldiers under international law and U.S. domestic law, and will suggest changes which would allow for more effective regulation.

The current problem is that PMFs are operating alongside traditional military forces, but without adequate regulation of their conduct while engaged in frontline operations.13 International law has attempted to address this problem by condemning the use of mercenaries.14 This has been ineffective because the terminology is vague, and difficult to apply to PMFs, which operate in a different fashion than previous generations of hired soldiers.15 Mercenaries, as defined by the Geneva Convention, are individuals fighting for profit in foreign conflicts not involving their native country.16 Today’s PMFs are essentially corporate entities, operating under contract with traditional military or government intelligence agencies in a variety of roles. U.S. domestic law has also failed to address the problem exemplified in Iraq, because U.S. law has not been applied to private citizens employed by agencies such as the Central Intelligence Agency. One means of addressing the problem could be a rewording of the existing international law
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11. See id.

12. See Peters, supra note 9, at 369.

13. War, Profits, and the Vacuum of Law, supra note 7, at 524.

14. Id.

15. Id.

regarding mercenaries, such as the Geneva Conventions, so that it applies to PMFs. U.S. domestic law, namely the MEJA and UCMJ, might also be changed in order to regulate private agents hired not only by the United States military, but also by other government organizations.

PMFs are operating alongside traditional military forces in Iraq, but without adequate regulation of their conduct while engaged in frontline operations. The domestic laws of Iraq are currently in transition and are hindered by the presence of U.S. military and government agencies in the Middle East. U.S. law regulating the conduct of soldiers and government agents in overseas operations is at best limited in its applicability to civilians serving alongside those traditional soldiers and agents. Furthermore, the PMF industry and the U.S. government "hastily executed" a majority of their contracts at the outset of U.S. operations in Iraq. This resulted in PMFs operating under only cursory government oversight, while maintaining an ambiguous legal status in terms of both criminal and civil liability.

Proposed solutions to this problem include a total ban on PMF activity, developing a licensing regime for PMF services, and allowing the PMF industry to establish a voluntary code of conduct. This paper argues that these proposed solutions will prove either impractical or ineffective, and that the logical solution is to modify existing international definitions of the term mercenary to include PMF operatives. This paper also argues that redefining the term mercenary will allow the international community to regulate PMF operations through international agreements such as the Geneva Convention and the UN’s International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries.

II. THE EVOLUTION OF THE PMF PROBLEM

Private security companies developed only recently in modern warfare. In fact, they are so recent that the international legal system has not yet caught up to the PMF trend. In early attempts to formalize laws of war, such as the Hague Convention in 1907, the international community distinguished the conduct of individuals from government action in the international sphere.\(^{17}\) This meant that individuals who contracted with a foreign nation were not liable for international crimes; instead, they were regarded as members of the traditional military representing their employer nation.\(^{18}\)

The term “mercenary” gained prominence following the 1949 Geneva Conventions, which gave private military contractors the same rights to fair treatment when held as prisoners of war that were given to traditional soldiers as long as these mercenaries were integrated into a legally defined state military or warring party.\(^{19}\) Mercenary units became infamous for their role in a number of


\(^{19}\) War, Profits, and the Vacuum of Law, supra note 7, at 526-527 (internal citation}
violent coups in Africa during the 1960s and 1970s, prompting the United Nations (U.N.) to pass and codify a resolution condemning the employment of mercenaries in national liberation movements and obligating nations to prevent armed groups from staging incursions into other countries.\textsuperscript{20} The Geneva Convention followed suit, rejecting mercenaries in its 1977 Additional Protocols in Article 47 of Protocol I,\textsuperscript{21} which defined a mercenary and stated that a mercenary shall not be given the rights of a legal combatant or prisoner of war.\textsuperscript{22}

Since the Geneva Convention does not present an obstacle to their growth, PMFs emerged as part of a global service industry, undertaking roles once occupied by the traditional military. The United States has increasingly employed PMFs since the end of the Vietnam War, beginning with the hiring of non-military contractors to fill gaps in logistical support operations in the mid-1980s.\textsuperscript{23} Since that time, the scope of the interaction between PMFs and traditional U.S. military forces has broadened dramatically. Today, PMFs are involved in nearly every aspect of the U.S. Army's daily operations: they are responsible for the day-to-day operations of the Army Reserve Officer Training Corps programs; they write Army field manuals; they teach graduate-level courses in military strategy and staff planning to career Army officers; and they provide essential maintenance and repair in combat zones.\textsuperscript{24} PMFs hired by other countries have gone so far as to take on actual combative roles, operating in countries such as Angola, Sierra Leone, Papua New Guinea, and Indonesia.\textsuperscript{25}

PMFs have relatively small infrastructures, allowing them to recreate or relocate themselves without much difficulty.\textsuperscript{26} The nature of PMFs affords them a number of tactics that allow them to avoid domestic regulation. If its local government shows itself inhospitable to its business, a PMF can transfer its operation to a more receptive country.\textsuperscript{27} If it chooses to remain in its present country, a PMF can merely adopt a new corporate structure or identity when presented with a legal obstacle.\textsuperscript{28} The contracts between PMFs and the nations for which they work may also serve as a roadblock to holding them liable under domestic criminal law. In many instances, their contracts with hiring nations are bolstered by government orders permitting them a great deal of leeway in both

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{21} Additional Protocol art. 47, supra note 16.
\item \textsuperscript{22} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{23} Peters, supra note 9, at 380.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Id. at 93.
\item \textsuperscript{26} \textit{War, Profits, and the Vacuum of Law}, supra note 7, at 535.
\item \textsuperscript{27} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{28} Id.
\end{itemize}
their freedom to operate and in what degree of force they may use in combat or policing situations, as seen during Blackwater's involvement in Iraq.  

The role of PMFs operating alongside traditional U.S. military forces in Iraq has broadened since stabilizing forces entered the country in 2002. Prior to the United States beginning operations in Iraq, the United States primarily used PMFs to enhance logistical and transportation capabilities, but PMFs have since been authorized to provide operational functions as well. PMFs have provided a variety of protective services in Iraq, including protection for CPA employees and visiting dignitaries. PMFs were assigned to armed convoy operations through hostile territory, including the organization of their own security details operating in conjunction with the transporters. Furthermore, heavily armed PMF employees serving as translators and interrogators have frequently been assigned to accompany traditional, active servicemen during actual combat operations.

Since entering these new roles, PMFs like Blackwater have been noted as fostering a "cowboy culture" in their work, and gaining a reputation for "trigger happy" behavior that has often resulted in strife between PMF employees and Iraqi civilians. Violence between PMF employees and Iraqis has led to deaths on both sides. On March 31, 2004 in Fallujah, Iraq, four American men employed by Blackwater were ambushed and killed, and their bodies were later mutilated and burned. Days later, on April 4, 2004, Blackwater personnel reportedly fought an intense gun battle in Najaf in defense of a U.S. government headquarters. On September 16, 2007 as many as seventeen Iraqi citizens were killed in a shooting attributed to Blackwater employees. Groups in Iraq and other nations have gone
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29. PRIVATE SECURITY CONTRACTORS, supra note 2 at 16.
31. PRIVATE SECURITY CONTRACTORS, supra note 2, at 7-8.
33. See Washburn & Bigelow, supra note 32.
35. See id. (stating that "[a] report by the Democratic majority staff of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform said Blackwater employees had engaged in nearly 200 shootings in Iraq since 2005 and frequently fired their guns from moving vehicles without stopping to count the dead or assist the wounded.").
37. PRIVATE SECURITY CONTRACTORS, supra note 2, at 14.
38. Goldstein, supra note 34.
so far as to allege that PMFs like Blackwater are guilty of war crimes. Recently, the Iraqi government has taken notice of the problem, and has ordered Blackwater out of the country. However, this order may prove futile because when Blackwater entered Iraq, it did so while the CPA was in place. Under CPA orders civilian contractors, such as those working for PMFs, are exempt from Iraqi laws for actions related to their contracts. Blackwater has reportedly started training former Chilean commandos, some of whom are veterans of the Pinochet years in Chile, for duty in Iraq.

III. ATTEMPTS TO REGULATE PRIVATE MILITARY CONTRACTORS BY THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY

Early articulations of international laws of war in the modern state system were devoid of regulations or prohibitions on the conduct of private military actors. The 1907 Hague Convention imposed no obligation on sovereign states to restrict their citizens from offering their services to foreign, belligerent countries. The only imposition set forth by the Hague Convention limited individuals fighting for pay on behalf of foreign nations from simultaneously claiming the neutrality protections of their native country. This notion that individual persons are distinguished from their governments in the eyes of the international community made it possible for the private military contractor or "soldier of fortune" to earn a living fighting in other countries' wars.

Later attempts under international law to regulate PMFs in the mid to late Twentieth Century include the Geneva Convention Protocol and the International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries. The Geneva Convention openly condemned the mercenary practice

41. PRIVATE SECURITY CONTRACTORS, supra note 2, at 6.
44. See War, Profits, and the Vacuum of Law, supra note 7, at 525.
45. Id. at 526.
47. Soldiers of fortune are acknowledged as members of private militaries operating for any government, corporation, or individual willing to pay them for their services. See Ellen L. Fry, Private Military Firms in the New World Order: How Redefining "Mercenary" Can Tame the "Dogs of War", 73 Fordham L. Rev. 2607, 2622 (2005).
48. See Additional Protocol art. 47, supra note 16.
in 1977 when it denied mercenaries the rights afforded prisoners of war.\textsuperscript{50} The establishment of the International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries in 1989 is the United Nations' most recent attempt to bring regulation to the use of private soldiers; it opposes the use of foreign, non-traditional soldiers in national liberation movements and incursions into other countries.\textsuperscript{51} These legal regimes exemplify the sparse body of law that exists in regard to PMFs, a body of law which in its current state is ill-equipped to handle the complex issue presented by the rapid and recent growth of the PMF industry.

The Geneva Convention first addressed the presence of private military actors in the realm of organized warfare in 1949.\textsuperscript{52} The 1949 Convention provided for standardized fair treatment of prisoners of war (POW), and established a set of rules for proper wartime conduct.\textsuperscript{53} The Convention did not attempt to control or ban private actors separately from the traditional military; as long as those private actors were integrated into a legally defined, traditional armed force they were entitled to the same POW rights and protections given to traditional soldiers.\textsuperscript{54} Protection as a POW is important to all soldiers, whether traditional or private, because it gives the right-holder special treatment and privileges such as immunity from prosecution for normal acts of war.\textsuperscript{55}

The mercenary industry grew during the 1960s, and in response the Geneva Convention took the position that mercenaries are not legal combatants and are therefore not entitled to the rights afforded prisoners of war.\textsuperscript{56} The 1977 Additional Protocols, Article 47 of Protocol I distinguished a “mercenary” from other combatants.\textsuperscript{57}


50. Additional Protocol art. 47, supra note 16.
51. International Convention, supra note 49.
56. Additional Protocol art. 47, supra note 16.
57. \textit{Id.} (stating that a mercenary is anyone who “(a) is specially recruited locally or abroad in order to fight in an armed conflict; (b) does, in fact, take a direct part in the hostilities; (c) is motivated to take part in the hostilities essentially by the desire for private gain and, in fact, is promised, by or on behalf of a Party to the conflict, material compensation substantially in excess of that promised or paid to combatants of similar ranks and functions in the armed forces of that Party; (d) is neither a national of a Party to the conflict nor a resident of territory controlled by a Party to the conflict; (e) is not a member of the armed forces of a Party to the conflict; and (f) has not been sent by a State which is not a Party to the conflict on official duty as a member of its armed forces”).
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The declaration that mercenaries essentially have forfeited their rights under the Geneva Convention's humanitarian laws can be viewed as a deterrent or punitive measure for those considering employment as private soldiers. However, its focus is not on prevention and punishment of those joining mercenary forces. Instead, Protocol I focuses on defining who is and who is not eligible for humane treatment once captured by an opposing military force.

The UN first addressed the use of private soldiers in the 1970 Declaration of Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation Among States. Under this Declaration, the UN obligated every state to prevent the organization of armed groups for incursion into other countries. In a sense, this outlawed the mercenary profession. However, because the UN left the responsibility of enforcing the Declaration solely with domestic state governments, the practical effect of the Declaration has been relatively weak. The rapid and recent growth of the PMF phenomenon has nearly rendered the Declaration moot.

The 1989 International Convention against Recruitment, Use, Financing, and Training of Mercenaries was a direct attempt to curb the use of private armed forces in the domestic affairs of foreign countries. In what marks a step in the regulation movement, the International Convention's definition of "mercenary" was more expansive than the Geneva Convention's definition set forth an expansive definition of the term "mercenary."

The global community did not receive the Convention well, and analysts have criticized it for its lack of a monitoring system and vagueness. The Convention
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64. International Convention, supra note 49.
65. Id. at art. 1 §1-2 (stating in § 1 that a mercenary is any person who "(a) is specially recruited locally or abroad in order to fight in an armed conflict; (b) is motivated to take part in the hostilities essentially by the desire for private gain and, in fact, is promised, by or on behalf of a party to the conflict, material compensation substantially in excess of that promised or paid to combatants of similar rank and functions in the armed forces of that party; (c) is neither a national of a party to the conflict nor a resident of territory controlled by a party to the conflict; (d) is not a member of the armed forces of a party to the conflict; and (e) has not been sent by a State which is not a party to the conflict on official duty as a member of its armed forces". In addition, Article 1 §2 states that "a mercenary is also anyone who, in other situation[s] (a) is specially recruited locally or abroad for the purpose of participating in a concerted act of violence aimed at [o]verthrowing a Government or otherwise undermining the constitutional order of a State; or [u]ndermining the territorial integrity of a State; (b) is motivated to take part therein essentially by the desire for significant private gain and is prompted by the promise or payment of material compensation; (c) is neither a national nor a resident of the State against which such an act is directed; (d) has not been sent by a State on official duty; and (e) is not a member of the armed forces of the State on whose territory the act is undertaken").
66. War, Profits, and the Vacuum of Law, supra note 7, at 531 ("[T]he [International] Convention did not receive the requisite twenty-two state ratifications for over a decade—Costa
stumbled because it lacked a means of monitoring the mercenary activities which it defined. The definitions themselves also faced criticism, as their vagueness made it difficult to ascertain whether an individual or organization met the “mercenary” requirements. These problems delayed the ratification of the Convention until 2001. Ratification requires twenty-two signatories; Costa Rica became the twenty-second nation to ratify the Convention in September 2001. The Convention suffers not only from the long delay in ratification, but also from the lack of support from major international powers. Those nations which ratified the Convention are relatively small and lack influence in the global community. Moreover, many of those signatory countries benefited from the employment of mercenary forces in the past. When these problems are viewed in conjunction with the fact that not one person has been prosecuted under the Convention since its ratification, its legal impact has been negligible.

**IV. PROBLEMS WITH INTERNATIONAL LAW**

PMFs are relatively new entities; nevertheless, the concept of “fighting for hire” is an old and recognized concept. International law has recognized that there are problems involved with the use of mercenaries by nations engaged in either foreign or domestic conflict, and has addressed the issue through resolutions, conventions, and the laws of war. Both the Geneva Convention and the United Nations have taken positions on the matter, the Geneva Convention through additions to its laws of war regarding prisoners of war, and the UN through prohibitions on the recruitment of foreign, private soldiers. However, current international law regarding “soldiers for hire” has shown itself to be either ineffective or inapplicable when discussed as an attempt to regulate today’s “incorporated” PMFs.
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These modern organizations do not find it difficult to avoid having the label of “mercenary” applied to them or their employees, even on an individual basis.\textsuperscript{76} In fact, one PMF insider stated that anyone who is even prosecuted under existing laws “deserves to be shot and their lawyer beside them.”\textsuperscript{77} Describing PMFs as mere soldiers of fortune or archetypal mercenaries ignores the fact that the PMF industry is actually a broad spectrum of companies. PMF services range from providing full-scale, fully armed combat personnel to entirely non-combat support roles.\textsuperscript{78} International law does not adequately deal with this wide variety of private military actors.\textsuperscript{79} Instead, it is aimed only at individuals working against national governments or those making incursions into other countries.\textsuperscript{80}

The organized, corporate entity known as the PMF represents a response to the international community’s intolerance of mercenaries. The Geneva Convention’s anti-mercenary language focuses on subjective intent in identifying mercenaries, thus, there is a lack of objective standards by which to prove a private foreign soldier’s intentions.\textsuperscript{81} According to the Geneva Convention, an individual is not a mercenary unless his/her intention is to enter a foreign country and fight, with his/her motivation being personal financial gain.\textsuperscript{82} Essentially, any foreign soldier contracted to fight for another nation can argue that he was motivated by some factor other than money, such as desire to help a nation in combat, thrill-seeking, or religious rewards.\textsuperscript{83} Additionally, international treaties such as the Geneva Conventions assume that a private agent will be hired to fight in a specific conflict.\textsuperscript{84} However, many PMFs contract their employees based on periods of time and transfer them from one area of operation to another during the length of the contract.\textsuperscript{85} The ease with which one can avoid meeting the international legal standard of “mercenary” has led the British government to go so far as to conclude that “[serving] as a mercenary is not an offense under international law.”\textsuperscript{86}
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It is difficult to determine what constitutes "participation" in a conflict under international law. PMF services include military training, consulting, logistics, and technical support. Arguably, PMFs and their employees would not fall under the authority of mercenary-focused international treaty regimes when operating in these capacities because they do not involve direct participation in military conflicts. Furthermore, the contractual status of PMFs and their employees makes it difficult to determine their level of participation. PMF employees do not act as individuals, rather they are part of the corporate entity which organizes their activities; they do not act independently because they are liable to their superiors, who ultimately report to the client. PMFs are under a duty to their clients and bound by formal contracts, arguably making them "quasi-state actors in the international arena, [taking] them outside the mercenary concerns of the international community."

The Geneva Conventions do not appear to forbid the use of PMF employees from acting in the role of civil police in occupied territories, a role in which they could be authorized to use force when necessary to defend people or property. Given the fluid nature of the current situation in Iraq, it can be difficult to discern PMF employees operating in law enforcement roles from those engaging in military combat operations. Determining the nature of the Iraq conflict is crucial because the status of PMF employees under the Geneva Conventions may be contingent on whether the situation in Iraq is deemed an armed conflict. If their participation constitutes combat in an armed conflict, then PMF employees would be considered lawful targets for enemy combat forces and could be held liable under the enemy's criminal laws. However, if the Iraq conflict is viewed as a non-armed conflict within the meaning of Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, customary international law will not distinguish between unlawful
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and lawful combatants.\textsuperscript{93} Therefore, PMF employees captured by enemy forces during combat would be entitled to Common Article 3's minimum standards of protection, but their right to engage in the hostilities would be determined based on the predominant local laws.\textsuperscript{94} In the case of PMF employees operating in Iraq, this would mean that Iraqi law, and CPA orders that have not been rescinded, would apply to cases involving PMF employees.\textsuperscript{95}

V. THE POSSIBILITY OF REGULATION UNDER IRAQI LAW

Civilian contractors have played an increasingly significant role in U.S. operations, including PMFs operating in front-line operations alongside standard military personnel.\textsuperscript{96} International treaty regimes such as the Geneva Conventions and UN Resolutions regarding mercenaries have proven ineffective in regulating PMF activity in foreign countries, leaving the Iraqi government with the task of attempting to regulate PMF activity within its borders through its own domestic law. As a result, PMFs currently operating in Iraq have essentially been freed from liability under Iraqi law by the CPA.\textsuperscript{97}

The CPA was established after Saddam Hussein and the Baath Party were ousted by Coalition forces to help orchestrate the transition of power for the Iraqi people.\textsuperscript{98} In 2003, the CPA proclaimed that under "relevant UN Security Council resolutions, including . . . the laws and usages of war," it would "exercise power of government temporarily in order to provide for the effective administration of Iraq during the period of transitional administration, to restore conditions of security and stability."\textsuperscript{99} The CPA was given all necessary authority to achieve its

\textsuperscript{93} Common Article 3, which is expressly applicable only to conflicts "not of an international nature, has been described as "a convention within a convention" to provide a general formula covering respect for intrinsic human values that would always be in force, without regard to the characterization the parties to a conflict might give it. See Jean Pictet, HUMANITARIAN LAW AND THE PROTECTION OF WAR VICTIMS 32 (1975). Common Article 3 does not provide for POW status. Its protections extend to all persons who are not or are no longer participating in combat, and does not distinguish between international and non-international armed conflicts.
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\textsuperscript{96} Details of such operations have been difficult to obtain, as the level of collaboration between PMFs and standard military units is often either unclear or unrevealed. See, e.g., Michael Duffy, When Private Armies Take to the Front Lines, TIME, Apr. 12, 2004, available at http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1101040412-607775,00.html (discussing an incident during which four Blackwater operatives were killed in Fallujah and U.S. military officials were "fuzzy" about the nature of the mission).
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objectives.\textsuperscript{100} When established, the CPA kept all Iraqi laws in place that existed as of April 16, 2003, as long as those laws did not interfere with the obligations or rights of the CPA.\textsuperscript{101}

The CPA entered Iraq under serious time constraints, as it had to quickly establish some form of legal stability in Iraq,\textsuperscript{102} therefore it used the existing Iraqi Penal Code as the foundation for a modern criminal legal system.\textsuperscript{103} CPA Order Number 7 states that “without prejudice to the continuing review of Iraqi laws, the Third Edition of the 1969 Iraqi Penal Code with amendments . . . shall apply.”\textsuperscript{104} While it retained the Iraqi Penal Code, the CPA suspended some methods of justice used during the Baath regime, such as torture and inhuman treatment.\textsuperscript{105} Under the Iraqi Penal Code, murder is punishable by life in prison or death, depending on the nature of the act.\textsuperscript{106} For example, an individual can receive the death penalty under Iraqi law, if the “killing is premeditated” or “[i]f the offender intends to kill two or more people and does so as a result of a single act.”\textsuperscript{107}

Accordingly, it appears that both both Iraqi insurgents and PMF employees could be held liable for the deaths which have occurred during operations in Iraq. However, while the CPA limits who is authorized to carry weapons, the language of Order Number 3 permits not only Iraqi and Coalition security forces to do so, but also allows other groups and individuals that are “authorized to carry weapons by the [CPA].”\textsuperscript{108} Additionally, Order Number 3 permits the Ministry of the Interior to license PMFs to possess and use firearms and military weapons in the course of their duties, including while in public places.\textsuperscript{109}

Since its revision on June 27, 2004, CPA Order Number 17 has exempted civilian contractors from Iraqi law for acts related to their contracts.\textsuperscript{110} Order Number 17 provides that “contractors shall not be subject to Iraqi laws or regulations in matters relating to the terms and conditions of their [c]ontracts.”\textsuperscript{111}
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\textsuperscript{111} See Coalition Provisional Auth. Order No. 17 (amended June 17, 2004), available at
Contractors also receive immunity from Iraqi legal processes for acts performed under their contracts.\footnote{112} It seems that the only limitation the CPA places on PMFs operating in Iraq is to prohibit them from conducting law enforcement activities, because annexes to CPA memorandums providing for registration and regulation of PMFs operating in Iraq prohibit PMF employees from conducting “law enforcement activities” and from joining traditional military forces in “combat operations” generally.\footnote{113} But the CPA permits these same employees to “stop, detain, search, and disarm” Iraqi civilians where “the employees’ safety requires it or if such functions are specified in the contract,” and to join combat operations in “self-defense or in defense of persons as specified in their contracts.”\footnote{114}

The effects of the CPA on Iraqi law may soften in the near future, allowing the Iraqi government to exercise greater authority over PMF activity. The CPA signed its last Order on June 28, 2004, dissolving the CPA and fully transferring all governing authority to the Iraqi Interim Government.\footnote{115} Following the CPA’s dissolution, the Iraqi Interim Government has been responsible for governing Iraqi affairs including security, welfare, national elections, and economic growth.\footnote{116} It would appear that the Iraqi government is gaining a minimal level of authority over PMFs operating on its soil, as private contractors must now “show the Iraq Ministry of the Interior that they have adequate insurance; they must submit to semiannual audits; and they must satisfy a host of other requirements to prove they’re substantive, law-abiding businesses.”\footnote{117} However, the Iraqi Interim Government was not allowed to enter into agreements that “alter the destiny of Iraq” or change the Transitional Administrative Law; this limitation meant that only elected officials were empowered to amend the law.\footnote{118} In addition, the United States remains active in the country both in military force and through agencies such as the Project and Contracting Office, which oversees many resources allocated to the Iraq rebuilding efforts.\footnote{119} Newly elected President Obama and his
administration have announced plans to withdraw U.S. combat troops from Iraq by August 2010, and this will presumably include a withdrawal of PMF forces operating under contract with the United States. However, this plan also calls for a contingent of 30,000-50,000 troops to remain in Iraq to advise and train local security forces. In the meantime it is unlikely that the United States government will allow the emerging Iraqi government to gain authority over PMFs who are under contract with U.S. military and government agencies and operating on Iraqi soil.

VI. ATTEMPTS BY THE UNITED STATES TO REGULATE PMFS

In addition to the international community’s attempts to regulate the use of privately hired soldiers through conventions, there have also been attempts at establishing regulation of PMFs, under the domestic laws of the United States. The United States has followed the example of the international community in focusing on prohibiting mercenary activity, which in turn presents a problem similar to those the international community faced in regulating the use of private soldiers. Current American legislation does not recognize or define the PMF industry; instead it focuses on preventing the recruitment and deployment of mercenaries and regulating the actions of members of the traditional U.S. military. To date, American case law appears to be inconsistent when considering issues of military jurisdiction over civilians, making it unclear whether United States military courts have or will be given the authority over PMFs and their employees.

Under the Neutrality Act, the recruitment of mercenaries is prohibited, but not the sale of military services. Furthermore, the Neutrality Act’s jurisdiction does not extend to activities occurring outside of United States territory, meaning that American citizens employed by PMFs could only be held liable for conduct in violation of the Neutrality Act taking place on U.S. soil. Specifically, since the
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Neutrality Act does not apply to conduct occurring in foreign nations or territories it does not apply to PMFs like Blackwater.\textsuperscript{130} Since, Blackwater and other PMFs are headquartered in the United States, but operate primarily in foreign countries, they can sell their military services without fear of violating the Neutrality Act.\textsuperscript{131}

Members of the United States military are subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), which sets forth a range of guidelines and prohibitions on the conduct of United States soldiers operating abroad.\textsuperscript{132} At first blush, the UCMJ seems as though it could be a viable means of regulating private soldiers under U.S. law, since these soldiers serve alongside soldiers whose conduct is regulated by the UCMJ. However, while contract personnel may in some circumstances be subject to military prosecution under the UCMJ for conduct that takes place during hostilities in Iraq, any trial of a civilian contractor by court-martial is likely to be challenged on constitutional grounds. Thus, the UCMJ does not offer a solution because its scope is limited to military servicemen.

The United States government recognized this deficiency, and responded by passing the Military Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Act (MEJA) in 2000.\textsuperscript{133} The MEJA applies the UCMJ to civilians working in U.S. military operations in foreign countries.\textsuperscript{134} Individuals who are “employed by or accompanying the armed forces” overseas may be prosecuted under the MEJA for any offense that would be punishable by imprisonment for more than one year if the offense was committed within the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States.\textsuperscript{135} MEJA’s definition of persons “employed by the armed forces” includes civilian employees of the United States Department of Defense (DOD), DOD contractors and their employees, and civilian contractors and employees from other federal agencies and “any provisional authority” (e.g. the CPA) to the extent that their employment is related to the support of DOD activities in overseas operations.\textsuperscript{136}

Criminal cases involving members of the U.S. military are generally heard by courts-martial.\textsuperscript{137} Since PMFs have increasingly been engaged in operations alongside the traditional U.S. military, it would be logical to hold them liable to courts-martial for acts performed in these operations. However, the applicability of courts-martial to civilians and former servicemen has been controversial.\textsuperscript{138} Case law has shown reluctance on the part of the United States Supreme Court to broaden the jurisdiction of courts-martial to non-military personnel, while military
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courts have agreed to hear cases against both civilians and former servicemen. In the 1955 case Toth v. Quarles, the Supreme Court held that a former serviceman, who has been honorably discharged and within the continental limits of the United States, is not subject to court-martial jurisdiction for offenses committed prior to his military discharge. In reaching its conclusion, the Toth court found that Article 3(a) of the UCMJ, which purportedly conferred jurisdiction over former members of the military, was unconstitutional.

In contrast, in 1956, the United States Court of Military Appeals held in United States v. Burney that a court-martial may try a civilian if that civilian is serving alongside military personnel. The Burney court reasoned that a United States Supreme Court holding that one severable section of the UCMJ was unconstitutional did not preclude them from holding a different section valid. Thirteen years later, in O'Callahan v. Parker, the Supreme Court held that a soldier's crimes, if not connected to his military service, cannot be tried by a court-martial. However, in 1987 the Supreme Court again addressed the issue of the scope of court-martial jurisdiction when, in Solorio v. United States, the Court held that a court-martial is properly convened in order to try a soldier who was a member of the armed forces at the time of the offense, notwithstanding a lack of connection to military service. The Solorio Court found that the O'Callahan decision was confusing because the Court's analysis relied on the United States Constitution in historical context while court-martial jurisdiction should be determined through a plain-meaning analysis of applicable statutes.

U.S. case law suggests that it would be difficult to prosecute PMF employees operating in Iraq under the jurisdiction of courts-martial. The Solorio Court emphasized that courts should analyze court-martial jurisdiction through the plain meaning of applicable statutes. MEJA focuses on civilian contractors working for the military or provisional authorities such as the CPA. However, many PMF contracts are with agencies such as the CIA; therefore those PMF employees would not be subject to the MEJA. Many other PMF contracts are with private companies working for the United States, essentially making them sub-contractors
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of non-PMF companies working for the U.S. government rather than civilians employed by the U.S. military or working in military operations.\textsuperscript{150}

In December 2005, the DOD issued a set of proposed regulations for implementing MEJA, but those proposed rules have not yet gone into effect.\textsuperscript{151} Once in effect DOD Instruction 5525.11 implements policies and procedures pursuant to the MEJA and UCMJ.\textsuperscript{152} Under the Instruction, the DOD Inspector General is charged with informing the Attorney General whenever he or she has reasonable suspicion that a federal crime has been committed.\textsuperscript{153} It also becomes the Inspector General’s responsibility to implement “investigative policies” to carry MEJA into effect.\textsuperscript{154} The Instruction notes that the Domestic Security Section of the United States Department of Justice Criminal Division has agreed to “provide preliminary liaison” with the DOD and other federal entities and to designate the appropriate U.S. Attorney’s Office to handle a case.\textsuperscript{155}

Citizens of the United States working as contractors and PMF employees in Iraq are subject to the authority of U.S. courts under a number of circumstances.\textsuperscript{156} Special maritime and territorial jurisdiction (SMTJ) extends jurisdiction of certain federal statutes to U.S. nationals working overseas at certain U.S. facilities.\textsuperscript{157} In regards to crimes involving a U.S. citizen as either a victim or a perpetrator, SMTJ includes:

(A) the premises of United States diplomatic, consular, military or other United States Government missions or entities in foreign States, including the buildings, parts of buildings, and land appurtenant or ancillary thereto or used for purposes of those missions or entities, irrespective of ownership; and

(B) residences in foreign States and the land appurtenant or ancillary thereto, irrespective of ownership, used for purposes of those missions or entities or used by United States personnel assigned to those missions or entities.\textsuperscript{158}
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Criminal actions falling under SMTJ include maiming,\textsuperscript{159} assault,\textsuperscript{160} kidnapping,\textsuperscript{161} murder,\textsuperscript{162} and manslaughter.\textsuperscript{163} The United States Department of Justice (DOJ) is responsible for prosecuting crimes in this category, and has done so in at least one instance in which a CIA contractor was convicted for the assault of a detainee in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{164}

Many U.S. federal statutes, such as the War Crimes Act of 1996,\textsuperscript{165} call for criminal sanctions for offenses committed against or by U.S. nationals in foreign countries.\textsuperscript{166} The War Crimes Act, amended by the Military Commissions Act (MCA) of 2006,\textsuperscript{167} prohibits torture,\textsuperscript{168} cruel or inhumane treatment,\textsuperscript{169} murder of an individual not taking part in hostilities,\textsuperscript{170} mutilation or maiming,\textsuperscript{171} intentionally causing serious bodily injury,\textsuperscript{172} rape,\textsuperscript{173} sexual abuse or assault,\textsuperscript{174} and taking hostages.\textsuperscript{175} Under this statute, federal jurisdiction applies to these crimes when they are committed against or by U.S. civilians, servicemen, or servicewomen. Other crimes with extraterritorial reach include assaulting, killing, or kidnapping an internationally protected person\textsuperscript{176}, or threatening to do so.\textsuperscript{177}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{159} 18 U.S.C. § 114 (punishing any individual who, within the SMTJ and with the intent to torture, maim, or disfigure, "cuts, bites, or slits the nose, ear, or lip, or cuts out or disables the tongue, or puts out or destroys an eye, or cuts off or disables a limb or any member of another person; or ... throws or pours upon another person, any scalding water, corrosive acid, or caustic substance ... ").
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{160} 18 U.S.C. § 113 (prohibiting assault with intent to commit murder or a felony, assault with a dangerous weapon, assault "by striking, beating or wounding," simple assault, and assault resulting in serious or substantial bodily injury).
\end{flushright}
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\textsuperscript{161} 18 U.S.C. § 1201 (punishing "whoever unlawfully seizes, confines, inveigles, decoys, kidnaps, abducts, or carries away and holds for ransom or reward or otherwise any person, except in the case of a minor by the parent thereof ... ").
\end{flushright}
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\textsuperscript{176} “Internationally protected person” means a Chief of State or the political equivalent, President, Vice President, Prime Minister, Ambassador, Foreign Minister, or other officer of
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U.S. federal jurisdiction exists over these crimes if either the victim or the offender was a U.S. national.\textsuperscript{178}

\textbf{VII. PROBLEMS WITH UNITED STATES LAW}

The UCMJ covers the transgressions of members of the United States military, and it has almost no applicability to civilians accompanying the Military in overseas operations.\textsuperscript{179} Congress passed the MEJA in response to this, applying the UCMJ to civilians working in United States military operations in foreign countries.\textsuperscript{180} The MEJA has not provided a complete solution, however, because it applies only to private contractors working directly for the DOD on U.S. military installations.\textsuperscript{181} The MEJA focuses on military operations, particularly those taking place on U.S. military bases and in front-line situations; it does not apply to civilians working for other, non-military U.S. agencies such as the Central Intelligence Agency, nor does it apply to U.S. citizens working for foreign governments or organizations.\textsuperscript{182}

Many PMF employees operating in Iraq are not under contract with the U.S. military or the DOD, rather they are under contract with intelligence agencies like the CIA or with private companies providing non-combat services to the U.S. government.\textsuperscript{183} Consequently, the MEJA does not appear to cover civilians or contract employees of other government agencies engaged in their own overseas operations.\textsuperscript{184} It also does not cover citizens of the host nation, or individuals who ordinarily reside in the host nation.\textsuperscript{185} In fact, prosecutions under the MEJA are rare even for individuals to whom it applies.\textsuperscript{186} It appears that only one successful prosecution of a DOD contractor has occurred under the MEJA: a contractor

Cabinet rank or above of a foreign government or the chief executive officer of an international organization, or any person who has previously served in such capacity, and any member of his family, while in the United States; and any person of a foreign nationality who is duly notified to the United States as an officer or employee of a foreign government or international organization, and who is in the United States on official business, and any member of his family whose presence in the United States is in connection with the presence of such officer or employee. 18 U.S.C. § 1116(b)(4).
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\textsuperscript{186} As of August 2008, only twelve individuals had been charged under MEJA, suggesting that in its current form MEJA will not lead to consistent prosecutions of civilian contractors. See Closing Legal Loopholes: Prosecuting Sexual Assaults and Other Violent Crimes Committed Overseas by American Civilians in a Combat Environment; Hearing Before the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, 110th Cong. (Apr. 9, 2008) (statement of Sigal P. Mandelker) available at http://foreign.senate.gov/hearings/2008/hr080409a.html.
working in Baghdad pleaded guilty to possession of child pornography in February 2007.  

There have been no criminal prosecutions brought under the War Crimes Act since its enactment in 1996, and it appears that the chances of future criminal charges being filed are remote. Under the Amendments set forth by the MCA, provisions of the War Crimes Act are inapplicable in cases of collateral damage and lawful attack, meaning that PMF employees operating alongside members of the traditional military are unlikely to be held liable under the Act. Furthermore, amendments to the Act have been drafted which would narrow its scope to ten specific illegal acts, which limits the kinds of liable conduct.

Consequently, an American PMF employee who commits an offense while working abroad will in most cases only be liable for his/her actions under the laws of the host nation. However, most areas of PMF activity are unlikely to result in host nation prosecution against either the employee or the PMF, because the host either does not want to challenge the PMF, or is unwilling to do so. In other cases the host nation has no control over the PMF, because the PMF is actually fighting against that particular host nation.

These problems are exacerbated by instances where the laws of the host countries apply to PMFs operating in Iraq, but their contracts with the U.S. Government include clauses exempting them from prosecution under U.S. law. U.S law only requires limited licensing of PMFs involved in arms transfers. Additionally, current U.S. law permits any PMF to operate abroad without notifying Congress as long as the contract amount is under fifty million dollars. While this does not provide an explicit exemption from Congressional review for PMF contracts, it does offer these companies the chance to evade possible
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Congressional intervention when the contracts call for controversial activities.\textsuperscript{197} Many PMF contracts naturally fall under fifty million dollars, and larger contracts can easily be broken up in order to fall under the statutory requirement.\textsuperscript{198}

Almost no information regarding contracts between PMFs and U.S. government agencies, namely the U.S. State Department and the Department of Defense, is available to the public. Even the Congressional Research Service has found it difficult to obtain details of PMF contracts:

Little information is publicly available on State Department and [Department of Defense] contracts for private security services in Iraq. The State Department has recently made available the names of the companies holding its primary contracts for such protective services and the numbers of security personnel serving directly and indirectly under those contracts. The State Department has not made public the names of the subcontractors who perform security services for those carrying out reconstruction activities under State Department contracts. The [Department of Defense] has not publicly released information on its contractors and subcontractors; information on these subjects must be compiled from secondary sources.\textsuperscript{199}

The lack of public information makes it difficult to use the business aspects of the PMF industry as a means of reviewing their contracts or regulating their activities. Furthermore, the U.S. government itself appears to have limited or incomplete information regarding the number of private military actors operating in Iraq:

House hearings….revealed that the U.S. government has not been aware of the extent to which contractors and subcontractors employ private security personnel, and of the broad network of subcontracts over which the U.S. government, according to some, has exercised little oversight.\textsuperscript{200}

Blackwater is one of three major PMFs working under a Worldwide Personal Protective Services (WPPS) umbrella contract.\textsuperscript{201} WPPS contracts are used in hiring bodyguards and guards for buildings and other infrastructure in Baghdad and other areas of Iraq.\textsuperscript{202} The U.S. State Department has provided information on the number of people performing under these contracts and their nationalities.\textsuperscript{203} However, it has not released information regarding private military actors who have been hired by contractors providing other services, for example, private
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guards hired by an engineering company under contract with the U.S. government.\textsuperscript{204} Furthermore, the U.S. State Department does not assign officials to monitor PMFs or their activities while in foreign countries, going so far as to state "[o]ur job is to protect Americans, not investigate Americans."\textsuperscript{205}

The DOD provides even less information than the U.S. State Department regarding its contracts with PMFs.\textsuperscript{206} In fact, it is unclear even how many PMFs are contracted with the DOD:

In 2004, CRS prepared a list of nine companies that public source information, primarily press reports and websites, described as providing security services to the Coalition Provisional Authority in Iraq, which may have indicated the existence of a DOD contract. A scan of the same sources this year yields much less information, with only four companies linked to recent and current DOD security contracts or subcontracts.\textsuperscript{207}

While MEJA applies to PMF employees working under contract with the DOD, the difficulty in finding adequate information about the actual number of PMF employees operating in Iraq and the scope of their activities makes prosecution under the MEJA extremely difficult.

\section*{VIII. Proposed Solutions}

One approach to solving the problems in regulating PMF activity is through licensing schemes or total bans on their use.\textsuperscript{208} Another approach is the modifications of existing treaties and laws to apply them to PMFs.\textsuperscript{209} These proposed solutions have both advantages and disadvantages which need to be considered by the international community. However, a plan should be implemented quickly in order to avoid further complications. Modification of existing treaties and law is likely to be the easiest solution to put into practice because it would not require ratification of new laws or agreements.

The United Kingdom has not yet passed any legislation regulating PMFs, but has commenced investigations into what type of legislation will be necessary in order to regulate PMFs through its own domestic law. Reports such as the Green Paper have proposed options for consideration, and have been the catalyst for discussions regarding the development and ratification of British law regulating PMFs employed by the U.K. military.\textsuperscript{210} The Green Paper was prepared at the
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request of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the House of Commons for an examination of options for the regulation of PMFs.\textsuperscript{211} The authors of the Green Paper conclude that PMFs could enable the UN to respond more rapidly and effectively in times of crisis than with traditional troops.\textsuperscript{212} Additionally, the cost of employing PMFs for certain functions within UN operations could be much lower than that of traditional armed forces.\textsuperscript{213} The Green Paper identified a number of paths to regulation of PMF conduct, made arguments for pursuing those paths, and identified difficulties in implementing each option.\textsuperscript{214} The document was prepared for review by the United Kingdom with suggested options for regulation of PMFs under U.K. domestic law,\textsuperscript{215} but many, if not all, of these options could also be adopted under U.S. domestic law to regulate PMFs like Blackwater.

The first option discussed by the Green Paper was a total ban on PMF engagement in military activity abroad.\textsuperscript{216} This ban would be the most direct path to curtailing problematic PMF activity because it could list specific operations in which PMFs could not participate.\textsuperscript{217} However, a total ban on military activity could present more definitional problems when activities such as training or advising are taken into consideration.\textsuperscript{218} Additionally, the total ban approach eliminates any legitimate PMF services in conjunction with activities such as arms exportation.

The second option the Green Paper discussed was a ban on recruitment for military activity abroad.\textsuperscript{219} This option allows the national government of the PMF’s home country to intervene provided there are compelling reasons to do so,\textsuperscript{220} but would not prevent the use of PMFs in some military activities.\textsuperscript{221} However, while a ban of this type would enable governments to prevent the worst kinds of mercenary incursions, it would still be difficult to prevent a company or country which recruited men for a permitted activity to transfer them to an impermissible activity.\textsuperscript{222} Additionally, offshore and internet recruiting could allow PMFs to avoid bans under domestic law.\textsuperscript{223}
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The third option discussed by the Green Paper was the development of a licensing regime for military services. This option appears more viable than a total or partial ban, because it provides a national government with the opportunity to consider services on a case-by-case basis. The Green Paper also pointed out that this approach parallels existing licensing systems, such as those used in the export of military goods. The major problem associated with licensing is enforcement. It would be difficult to monitor whether PMFs were violating the terms of their licenses while operating abroad. Furthermore, if PMFs did not want to be subject to licensing they could move their base of operations to a country not employing such a regime.

The Green Paper discussed alternatives to a specific, military licensing regime, namely registration for PMFs and general licenses. Registration is not as heavy-handed as licensing, because the national government would not review every PMF contract or activity. Rather, the government would retain the power to intervene if a PMF undertook an activity contrary to national interests or policy. A general licensing system permits governments to license companies for a variety of activities in a specific list of countries, rather than reviewing each activity undertaken by a PMF and each country in which that PMF would operate. The more relaxed nature of these options presents a difficulty for governments implementing them because they do little to establish a reputable PMF industry. Under this system, PMFs can avoid liability for specific conduct when licensed activity takes place abroad, because it would be difficult to prove whether the terms of the PMF's license were breached.

Finally, the Green Paper discussed establishing a system of self-regulation for the PMF industry. This would essentially consist of a voluntary code of conduct by which PMFs would abide, while simultaneously establishing a trade association that would assure the respectability of the PMF industry. This option also faces difficulties in implementation because it leaves no room for the government to intervene should a PMF undertake a contract or action contrary to public policy or the code of conduct. Also, it fails to account for the complications that could arise if the trade association were to be called upon to discipline a powerful member.

The United States has the opportunity to become a leader on the issue of PMF regulation, because of its involvement with the Blackwater firm is at the forefront of the issue. If PMFs are to remain a major component of front-line U.S. military
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operations, then bringing these companies within the jurisdiction of U.S. military courts is a solution to the need for PMF regulation when PMF forces operate alongside traditional U.S. military forces. Amending the UCMJ and MEJA statutes to broaden court-martial jurisdiction to private contractors employed by the DOD, and other U.S. government agencies such as the CIA, presents an authoritative set of rules for PMFs employed by the U.S. government that are not currently held liable to courts-martial for their actions.

In fact, Iraq may be a good testing ground for changes and developments in the use and regulation of PMFs. Clearly PMFs are going to play an increasing role in future armed conflicts and occupational situations, due to the downsizing of traditional militaries and the growing reliance on private contractors in military operations. How companies like Blackwater are handled by the countries involved in the current Iraq situation handle the problems will have a significant impact on how PMFs are used in the future. Regulating PMF activity will hold the industry accountable, making reputable companies more employable while marginalizing disreputable companies and individuals. Regulation also lays out guidelines for the PMF industry in terms of what is expected of them and what they are expected not to do.

The international community has the ability to address PMFs through changes to existing international agreements. Both the Geneva Convention and the United Nations have defined mercenaries as private soldiers motivated by the desire for personal, material gain. The international community could update these definitions to include the employees of PMF corporate entities. Today’s PMFs circumvent the “mercenary” definitions by avoiding the admission that they are fighting solely for pay. By adapting the definition of mercenary, the Geneva Convention and the United Nations could make it impossible (or at the very least, more difficult) for PMFs to avoid the scope of their Protocols and Resolutions. If the definition of mercenary were altered to include civilians fighting for foreign countries who are motivated solely by significant personal gain, as well as all foreign nationals fighting for a country of which they are not natural or legal citizens, international protocols can then be applied much more broadly.

The Geneva Convention can deny PMF employees the rights of legal combatants as prisoners of war, just as it has the mercenaries of previous decades, as a means to deter the industry from growing. If PMF employees cannot benefit from POW protection, these agencies would be more likely to hesitate at the thought of sending them into front-line operations. Not only would they risk losing valuable assets, they would surely be held liable in civil suits from captured employees and their families for placing them in such hazardous situations.
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In the past, the UN has adopted General Assembly Resolutions condemning the mercenary trade when used to make incursions into other countries or to take part in the upheaval of a national government. It might now adopt similar Security Council Resolutions condemning the current use of PMF forces in what have been called national liberation movements.238 An internationally recognized prohibition on the use of non-traditional soldiers in combat operations could solve the problem of being unable to hold them responsible for actions performed alongside traditional combat soldiers. If PMFs are no longer permitted to take part in operations that could involve the use of force, then their misuse of force in those situations would no longer be insulated from the reach of international law.

Reports have recently come out regarding the removal or departure of Blackwater from Iraq.239 We will see how this develops under the Obama Administration, and what impact it will have on the future of PMFs in military theaters of operation. It appears that modern warfare is going to become increasingly privatized, with PMFs taking up a large share of this new and rapidly developing market. With this in mind, it is important for the future well-being of the global community that effective regulation of the private military industry be established as quickly and efficiently as possible.

IX. CONCLUSION

The PMF industry has grown rapidly in the last forty years, and all signs indicate that the industry will continue to grow in the future. Therefore, solutions to the problems in regulation of PMF activity must be devised. The most efficient solution is redefining the term mercenary to include PMFs. Redefining a mercenary in such a way that it applies to PMFs would deny them the rights of POWs under Article 47 of the Geneva Convention, and would criminalize their actions under the UN’s International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries.

PMFs would likely prefer to regulate themselves through an industry-created code of conduct. However, self-policing is ineffective because the PMF industry considers economic success as important as maintaining a voluntary code of conduct when faced with controversial issues. Without external regulation, the existing problems associated with the PMF industry are likely to either worsen, or at least continue in their current state.

A total ban on PMF activity is not the answer, because it is impractical in the scheme of modern warfare. Powerful countries like the United States favor the use of PMFs in today’s world of reduced militaries, and would not sign an
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international agreement prohibiting their use because doing so would mean limiting their tactical options in military operations.

Effective regulation of PMFs must come from the international community because of the mobility of a PMF infrastructure. The vehicles for international regulation already exist in the form of international agreements, such as the Geneva Conventions, and UN Resolutions, but their narrow definition of mercenary makes them ineffective in their current state. Redefining, the term mercenary in these international agreements serves as the most efficient means of regulating PMFs. This new definition should be broader than the existing definition, so that it includes any person a) taking direct part in military operations in a country or territory of which he or she is not a citizen; b) motivated by a desire for private economic gain; and c) acting independent of the obligations or orders of his or her native country. Under this definition, PMF employees would meet the definition of mercenary, surrendering the protections afforded POWs under the Geneva Conventions and falling under the prohibitions of the UN’s International Convention against the Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of Mercenaries.
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